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AI development is becoming a business of power
Who is developing AI? 

AI innovation is increasingly 
centralized (companies)1

Power dynamic between 
layperson and the 
corporatized specialist

We have all become 
more reliant on 
companies and 
innovations

1. Asaro P. What is an “Artificial Intelligence Arms Race” 
Anyway? ISJLP. 2019;15:45-64. https://perma.cc/D37Q-
33LB].

We have little choice but to trust them in developing the AI technologies of the future



How we understand the nature of trust 
will make a difference in what we say 
about the conditions in which trust is 

justified.

Magrit Sutrop2

Is trusting AI institutions justified?
Trust, trustworthiness, and – power?

Trust

TrustworthinessPower

Annette Baier

2. Sutrop M. Should we trust artificial intelligence? Trames. 
2019;23(4):499-522.
doi:10.3176/tr.2019.4.07



• Previous (male) scholars were focused on trust relationships between those 

of equal standing

• Ignores the most vulnerable of society and undermines their agency

• “Contractarian” – risk less but gain less

Annette Baier
Primary Critique

Contract is a device for traders, 
entrepreneurs, and capitalists, not for

children, servants, indentured wives, and 
slaves.

Annette Baier3

3. Baier A. Trust and Antitrust. Ethics. 1986;96(2):231-260. 
https://about.jstor.org/terms.



• Baier’s trust: reliance, vulnerability, and good will

• Trust involves relying on another party to care for something entrusted to them

• Not in and of itself a virtue 

• Test to determine the moral decency of the trust relationship - “expressibility test”

Baier’s Trust
Trust and Power

The Expressibility Test

A trust relationship is morally decent if both parties could disclose the 
reasons for being confident in the trust relationship without undermining 
the relationship itself



Bioethicist David Resnick:

1.) public resources (materials, funding, education)

2.) to provide expert knowledge and commentary on 

policy decisions
3.) to innovate and benefit society 4 

AI developers are similarly entrusted

• Ex: Young data scientists are educated in public 

institutions 

Is trusting AI institutions “morally decent”?
What are we entrusting?

The public relies on the companies to use the resources 
entrusted – especially during times of crisis (COVID-19) 

– to innovate and provide meaningful knowledge 

4. Resnik DB. Scientific Research and Public Trust. Sci Eng Ethics. 
2011;17(3).
doi:10.1007/s11948-010-9210-x



• What are companies’ reasons for being confident in the trust relationship? 

• Facebook’s Cambridge Analytica scandal 

• Shoshana Zuboff: Facebook relied on the public’s “forgetfulness” 5

Is trusting AI institutions “morally decent”?
Companies’ Perspective

The Expressibility Test (Company Perspective)

A trust relationship is morally decent if companies could disclose the 
reasons for being confident in the trust relationship without 
undermining the public’s trust

5. Zuboff S. The Age of Surveillance Capitalism : The Fight for a 
Human Future at the New
Frontier of Power. 1st ed. New York: PublicAffairs; 2019.



• Why is the public (or the governments that represent them) confident in the 
trust relationship?

• Liability and contracts (contractarian)
• 2019 Ethics Guidelines for Trustworthy AI: Defining accountably as 

“including auditability, minimization and reporting of negative impact, 
trade-offs, and redress” 6 

• Seems to emphasize harm (liability)

Is trusting AI institutions “morally decent”?
Public’s Perspective

The Expressibility Test (Public Perspective)

A trust relationship is morally decent if the public/government could 
disclose the reasons for being confident in the trust relationship without 
undermining trust relationship

Definitions: 

Liability emphasizes the harm
done

Accountability emphasizes who 
caused an action to occur7

6. EUROPEAN COMMISSION. High-Level Expert Group on Artificial 
Intelligence. 2019:2-36.
7. Nissenbaum H. Accountability in a computerized society. Sci Eng
Ethics. 1996;2:25-42.



Is trusting AI institutions “morally decent”?
Summary and Conclusion

• Public’s forgetfulnessCorporation side

• Focused on contractarian trust in lieu of  
“morally decent trust”Public side

• Answer: probably not.

• Applying Baier: what are AI institutions and the public relying on? 



Is trusting AI institutions “morally decent”?
Summary and Conclusion

• What could Baier’s perspective contribute to the AI 

trust(worthiness) debate?

• Perhaps reframing discussions around trustworthy AI 

as an academic and scientific enterprise 

• Further discussions around the role of accountability 

and liability

Ongoing thought experiment

Please share your ideas, comments, and questions in 
the discussion! 
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